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Ice core archives provide the most direct and detailed evidence of past climate and atmospheric
conditions, however, traditional ice core sampling (~1-cm resolution) does not provide
significant environmental detail in low accumulation and compressed ice core sites. Advances in
ice core sampling techniques allows for the capability to detect environmental signals in
compressed ice found deeper in the core using finer sampling resolutions. Using the Climate
Change Institute’s W.M. Keck Laser Ice Facility non-destructive, ultra-high-resolution,
continuously sampled laser ablation-inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometer (LA-ICPMS) sampling on ice cores, we are able to resolve proxies for both climatological and
meteorological scale events while preserving the core (Sneed et al., 2015). Ice-core analysis by
LA-ICP-MS provides resolution (121-µm) necessary to achieve a robust measure of variability
for select glacio-chemical species preserved in ice cores. Elements are measured using single
element or multi-element line scans, producing a continuous, miniscule laser ablated profile
along the length of the ice sample. We measure select glacio-chemical species using the LA-ICPMS sampling technique for 20-m of the Colle Gnifetti ice core, drilled in the Swiss-Italian Alps,

and ~0.7-m of the Allan Hills ice core, drilled in Antarctica. These two ice cores, though drilled
at quite different locations, demonstrate the advantages of ultra-high-resolution sampling for ice
core records. For the Allan Hills ice core, we can detect environmental signals and potentially
annual layers at the depth ~125-m, which is established as an age of ~1-Ma old (Higgins et al.,
2015). For the 2013 Colle Gnifetti ice core, we established a strong correlation between
equivalent species from the LA-ICP-MS data and traditionally sampled ICP-MS and revealed
climate proxies related to Saharan dust, Atlantic moisture, and anthropogenic inputs that can
extend our understanding of air mass sources transported to the European Alps region over the
last ~2000 years. Since the Colle Gnifetti LA-ICP-MS ice core record is the longest, multielement ultra-high-resolution analysis yet constructed, yielding a total of ~5,000,000 samples,
we developed a computer program using Python to easily pre-process the extensive samples
collected to generate a structured compilation of data. This program allows the user to input files
containing the vast amounts of machine output data by the LA-ICP-MS system along with lab
notes, to create a more functional output with graphs, figures, statistical information and analysis
reports. This thesis encompasses the application of the LA-ICP-MS analysis on two diverse ice
cores and the development of a novel computer program to assist in data processing from the
LA-ICP-MS system output.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Ice cores are a proxy used for paleoclimate reconstructions and provide the most direct and
detailed way to investigate past climate and atmospheric conditions. Annual layers within the ice
core capture atmospheric concentrations of dust, sea-salts, ash, gas bubbles and human pollutants
(Legrand & Mayewski, 1997). Ice cores are drilled from glaciers in various locations, spanning
from the polar regions to high altitude alpine glaciers to collect distinct records connected to
climate in the adjacent region. Here we present diverse ice core records from the Swiss-Italian
Alps (Colle Gnifetti) and Antarctica (Allan Hills) collected using ultra-high-resolution LA-ICPMS, along with the resulting interpretations.
1.1 Colle Gnifetti Ice Core
Dust events originating from the Saharan desert have far reaching environmental impacts but the
causal mechanism of magnitude and occurrence of Saharan dust events (SDEs) during preinstrumental era requires further research, particularly as a potential analog for future climate.
Using an ultra-high resolution glacio-chemical record from the 2013 Colle Gnifetti (CG) ice core
drilled in the Swiss-Italian Alps we reconstructed a 2000 year-long summer Saharan dust record.
We analyzed both modern (1780-2006) and premodern Common Era (C.E.) major and trace
element records to determine air mass source regions to the Colle Gnifetti glacier and assess
similarities to modern and reconstructed climate trends in the Northern Hemisphere. This new
SDE reconstruction, produced using measurements from a novel, continuous ultra-highresolution (120-µm) ice core analysis method (laser ablation-inductively coupled plasma-mass
spectrometer or LA-ICP-MS) is comprised of 316,000 data points per element covering the
period 0 to 1820 C.E. We found that the CG ice core captures a significant increase in Saharan
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dust transport during the onset of the Medieval Climate Anomaly (900-1000 C.E.) and records
other prominent shorter events (145-170, 430-445, 1320-1370, 1610-1670 and 1770-1800, 1920present), offering a framework for new insights into the implications of Saharan dust variability.
1.2 Allan Hills Ice Core
To improve understanding of past climate, we investigate glacio-chemical records within ice
cores using an ultra-high-resolution sampling method. Using this sampling technique along with
stable water isotope measurements, we observe environmental signals preserved within ancient
ice from Allan Hills Blue Ice area. Recent advances in instrumentation have allowed for the
development of new ice core sampling techniques. We also examine the old ice using a highresolution stable water ∂18O and ∂D sampling system. Investigating detailed glacio-chemical
records of ancient ice will enable us to provide a snapshot of the climate before the midPleistocene transition for the first time. The oldest ice yet recovered (Higgins et al., 2015) is
found in Allan Hills Blue Ice area, East Antarctica. Using extensive glacio-chemical and stable
water isotope data, we suggest that environmental signals are preserved within the ~1-Ma old
(Higgins et al., 2015) interval. In addition, our observed range of stable water isotope values
from several cores in this area are consistent with glacial/interglacial changes in other Antarctic
ice cores (Augustin et al., 2004) in our joint CCI-Princeton project.
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CHAPTER 2
A 2000 YEAR SAHARAN DUST EVENT RECORD
FROM A EUROPEAN ALPS ICE CORE
2.1 Introduction
Dust transport from the Saharan region to Europe is linked to the state of the climate system
(Middleton & Goudie, 2001), yet variability in the intensity of these events is poorly constrained
for the past two millennia during which both natural and anthropogenic climate change has
occurred. Saharan dust influences terrestrial and ocean biogeochemical ecosystem, human
health, and radiative properties of the atmosphere (Goudie & Middleton, 2001). Due to the
importance of Saharan dust events (SDE) to natural systems and human environments, and given
the uncertainty of future occurrences of these events in a changing climate, numerous studies
have looked to the past as an analog to understand how SDE are connected to climate (e.g.
Wagenbach, 1989, Angelis & Gaudichet, 1990, Maupeti & Delmas, 1994, Schwinkowski et al.,
1995, Wagenbach et al., 1995, Schwinkowski et al., 1999, Thevenon et al., 2009, Bohleber et al.,
2018). To further investigate SDE transport to Europe and their response to changing climates,
we present in this paper the longest, continuous, ultra-high-resolution ice core record yet
produced reflecting Saharan dust transported to the European Alps. This record was developed
using an innovative technique of compiling continuous measurements from ultra-high resolution
(120-µm) LA-ICP-MS technology, applied to the Colle Gnifetti ice core below the firn-ice
transition.
Europe and surrounding regions in the Northern Hemisphere experienced several anomalous
global climate shifts during the late Holocene including the Medieval Climate Anomaly (MCA;
AD 900-1400) (e.g., Lamb 1965; Bradley et al. 2003; Mann and Jones 2003; Mann et al., 2009;
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Berner et al. 2011), and the following colder era, the Little Ice Age (LIA; AD 1400-1900) (e.g.,
Grove 1988; Bradley and Jones 1993; Moberg et al. 2005; Mann et al. 2008). Hypothesized
causal mechanisms of these long-term climate events include changes in total solar irradiance
(TSI) (Shindell et al., 2001; Renssen et al., 2006), volcanic aerosol loading into the atmosphere
(Crowley, 2000; Shindell et al., 2003; Ottera et al. 2010), and ocean circulation (Broecker, 1991;
Crowley, 2000). Atmospheric aerosols composition and air mass transport changes provide both
a mechanism for and an indicator of transitions in and out of anomalous climate periods and can
be measured through chemical fingerprinting of air masses captured in ice cores (Meeker and
Mayewski, 2002). Saharan dust deposition reconstructions from 240ka marine sediment records
show low latitude dust deposition does not parallel the variability of glacial-interglacial changes
seen in mid and high latitude dust emission. Rather, a high correlation to summer insolation on
millennial timescales, indicating African monsoon influences is observed (Skonieczny et al.,
2019). Very little is known about Saharan dust transport during significant climate events during
the Common Era such as the LIA and MCA (e.g. Thevenon et al., 2009; Thevenon et al., 2012;
Bohleber et al., 2018) and understanding the variability and causality of past climate anomalies
can offer essential insights for future climate change (e.g. Antoine & Nobileau, 2006).
Saharan dust transported across the Mediterranean to Central Europe originates from North
African sources, predominantly during the spring and summer months, and is typically
transported at least 5000 meters above sea level (m a.s.l.; Prospero, 1996; Prospero et al., 2005).
Major modern European source regions of Saharan dust include three main areas: Western
Sahara, Moroccan Atlas and central Algeria, confirmed through trajectories analyses from
northeastern Spain to their area of origin (Avila et al., 1997), also noted in Thevenon et al.
(2012). The transport and deposition of Saharan dust over the Mediterranean in the summer
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depends on favorable conditions for entrainment and transport of dust above the boundary layer
(Gaetani et al., 2014). In the past, research findings have shown dust emissions are highest when
peak surface heating moves from the Sahel to central Sahara during the summer months with the
northward extension of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), a heavy precipitation band
caused by converging northeasterly and southeasterly winds (Engelstaedter et al., 2006). The
ITCZ has a southernmost position in the winter months and northernmost in the summer, causing
dry convection and convergence, thereby enhancing near surface turbulence and facilitating dust
transport (Engelstaedter et al., 2006). Favorable conditions for SDE incursions into Europe
during the summer months are influenced by a steepening of the pressure gradient along a strong
subtropical high (Azores High), coupled with a northeastward shifting of the Saharan High,
located on the northern boundary of the Sahara, into the Mediterranean and a southeast shift in
the Icelandic Low (Barkan et al., 2005). Longer transport pathways are also documented from
back trajectories reaching out over the North Atlantic prior to transport to Europe (e.g.
Schwikowski et al., 1995; Collaud Coen et al., 2004; Sodemann et al., 2006; Thevenon et al.,
2012). Although infrequent, Saharan dust has the potential of reaching as far north as the British
Isles following an anticyclone over western Europe (Wheeler, 1986; Coudé-Gaussen et al.,
1989).
The variability of summer SDE on an inter-annual to decadal time scale during the modern
era has been explained by anthropogenic forcings and ocean-atmospheric teleconnections such as
the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO), the ITCZ, and the
Atlantic multidecadal oscillation (AMO). Human induced soil degradation and increased
droughts in the Sahel are linked to increases in dust emissions across the Atlantic (Moulin et al.,
2006). However, anthropogenic influences (e.g., desertification, land-use changes, and climate
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change) on Saharan dust emissions are difficult to resolve precisely due to large natural
variability in the arid Saharan region (Moulin et al., 1997; Middleton & Goudie, 2001). For
example, we do not yet have the capability to estimate the percentage of anthropogenic dust
(Engelstaedter et al., 2006). According to Moulin et al. (1997), enhanced dust transport across
the Mediterranean is linked with an increased pressure gradient (r=0.66, p=0.027) associated
with the winter NAO index, the difference in normalized winter sea level pressures between
Lisbon, Portugal and Stykkisholmur, Iceland (Hurrell, 1995), along with eastward transport over
the North Atlantic (r=0.50, p=0.097). Years of high (low) NAO indices are identified by a
stronger (weaker) Azores high coupled with a below (above) normal Icelandic Low-pressure
system, causing drier (wetter) conditions over southern Europe, the Mediterranean Sea and
northern Africa, therefore increasing (decreasing) dust mobilization and transport across the
Mediterranean and North Atlantic. Shifts in the ENSO are coupled with changes in lower
tropospheric atmospheric circulation over North Africa, causing stronger winds towards the
Atlantic Ocean, and therefore enabling SDE (Prospero & Nees,1986; Prospero & Lamb, 2003;
Rodriguez et al., 2015; DeFlorio et al., 2016). A southward displacement in the ITCZ, along with
a colder North Atlantic Ocean (negative phase AMO; Wang et al., 2012) prompts a decrease in
precipitation over dust-producing regions in the Southern Sahara and increases surface winds
increasing SDE over the North Atlantic, therefore also contributing to Mediterranean transport
(Doherty et al., 2012; Doherty et al., 2014). Periods of increased aridity in the Sahara
(Middleton, 1985; Littmann, 1991a) and decreased rainfall in the Sahel (Prospero & Lamb,
2003) caused by ocean-atmospheric teleconnections can also play a major role in the production
of dust available for entrainment.
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In agreement with Evan et al. (2016), we speculate that any phenomenon that facilitates the
transport of dust can lead to an increase in SDE. Saharan dust, along with other natural and
anthropogenic aerosols transported across the Mediterranean are deposited at high elevation
glaciers in the European Alps (e.g., Wagenbach, 1989, Angelis & Gaudichet, 1990, Maupeti &
Delmas, 1994, Schwikowski et al., 1995, Wagenbach et al., 1995, Schwikowski et al., 1999).
Because of the close redundant proximity of the alpine glaciers to population centers, ice core
records from these areas capture and preserve unique records of natural and anthropogenic
aerosol transport not available through polar ice cores. Ice cores from this region contain the
southernmost such records available for the North Atlantic. These records of past dust and seasalt aerosols offer a history of atmospheric circulation, including strength of wind and pressure
systems and changes in air mass sources. Previous ice core studies of aerosols throughout the
European Alps include: Col du Dôme, Mont Blanc (Preunkert et al., 2000); Fiescherhorn,
Bernese Alps (Schwerzmann et al., 2006); Ortles, Eastern Alps (Gabrielli et al., 2016); and Colle
Gnifetti and Colle del Lys in the Monte Rosa region (e.g. Wagenbach et al., 2012, and references
therein).
Situated in the heart of the European Alps, Colle Gnifetti (CG) glacier (4500 m a.s.l) stands
out as the only non-temperate site where net snow accumulation is low enough to record
environmental signals over at least the last two millennia (Bohleber et al., 2018). Past studies of
CG demonstrate it is an ideal site to examine past changes in natural and anthropogenic source
aerosols to the European Alps region (e.g., Schotterer et al., 1985; Wagenbach & Geis, 1989;
Schwikowski et al., 1995; Lugauer et al., 1998; Thevenon et al., 2009; Meola et al., 2015; More
et al., 2017; Bohleber et al., 2018; Loveluck et al., 2018). Due to transport and deposition in
relation to meteorological conditions, the primary and most consistently deposited aerosol
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transported to CG is Saharan dust (Figure 2.1.; Schotterer et al., 1985). Lugauer et al. (1998)
noted the most pronounced aerosol variability captured in modern snow at CG is accumulated
during the summer months with some variability recorded during fall and spring and minimal
amounts in the winter months.
Building upon the pioneering framework established by Schotterer et al. (1985), Wagenbach
& Geis (1989), Schwikowski et al. (1995), and Lugauer et al. (1998) on Saharan dust transport to
the European Alps, our research facilitates an advance in understanding aerosol transport to the
CG region by utilizing a novel ultra-high-resolution, continuously sampled, two millennia-long,
sub-annually dated dust record, from a core collected in 2013 (Bohleber et al., 2018). Previous
studies on the 2013 CG ice core have formed a reliable ice core chronology through the
combination of annual layer counting paired with previously well-known horizons and newly
discovered tephra layers (More et al., 2017; Luongo et al., 2017; Bohleber et al., 2018; Loveluck
et al., 2018). Based on annual layer counting and cryptotephra analysis, the CG record goes back
to at least 1 C.E. at 61 m (abs) depth with the possibility to extend back even further (Bohleber et
al., 2018; Loveluck et al., 2018).
We investigate the recent portion (1780-2006 C.E.) of the 2013 CG ice core record using
annually resolved discretely sampled inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometer (ICP-MS)
measurements for signatures of potential air mass sources, then calibrate to modern climate
reanalysis data and known Saharan dust events. Using this recent portion of the record as an
analog for Saharan dust events, we extend our record back through the past 2000 years using
dust elements: 10-year resolved ICP-MS Fe and annually resampled LA-ICP-MS 56Fe, then
observe major dust episodes using sub-annual resolution. The Climate Change Institute’s W. M.
Keck Laser Ice Facility LA-ICP-MS sampling system was used to collect a total of 316,000 data
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points for dust element 56Fe over 20-m of core (0 -1820 C.E.). For the LA-ICP-MS 56Fe raw
data, an average of 570 data points was collected per year for the first 100 years (1720-1820
C.E.; 3.3m) and an average of 170 data points per year for the entire 20-m of core (0-1820 C.E.).
The maximum data points collected in one year for this record is 1,187 in 1818 C.E. This
research expands on previous studies that validate LA-ICP-MS technique (Mayewski et al.,
2013; Sneed et al., 2015, Haines et al., 2016, Spaulding et al., 2017, More et al., 2017, Bohleber
et al., 2018). Applying this novel technique to alpine ice cores allowed us to develop the longest
continuous summer Saharan dust record and provide detailed interpretations of past atmospheric
conditions on sub-annual to storm-scale event scales.

Figure 2.1 Summer trajectories for Saharan dust to Colle Gnifetti. Idealized modern summer
trajectories for Saharan dust from Hysplit back-trajectories in Schwikowski, et al. 1995 and
Thevenon et al. 2011 (brown arrow) and marine airmass transport (blue arrow) to Colle Gnifetti
ice core site (red star).
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2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Study Area
A 71.8 m deep ice core (N 45.92893, E 7.87627) was recovered in 2013 from the CG glacier
located in the Swiss-Italian Alps (Figure 2.1) by a joint ice core drilling expedition from the
University of Heidelberg, University of Bern, and the Climate Change Institute (University of
Maine) discussed further in Bohleber et al. (2018). Details concerning CG glacier flow, englacial
temperature and surface accumulation appear in Alean et al. (1983), Haeberli et al. (1988),
Haeberli and Funk (1991), Lüthi and Funk (2000), Hoelzle et al. (2011), and Konrad et al.
(2013).
2.2.2 High-resolution ice core trace metal and aerosol analysis
Approximately 1,600 discrete samples were collected from meltwater-based, continuous flow
analysis (CFA) at the University of Bern, summarized in Bohleber et al. (2018), then analyzed
using the Climate Change Institute’s Thermo Electron Element2 ICP-MS instrument to measure
concentrations of 26 major and trace elements (Sr, Cd, Cs, Ba, La, Ce, Pr, Pb, Bi, U, As, Li, Al,
S, Ca, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Na, Mg, Cu, Si, and K) and selected major ions (Cl-, NO3-, SO4 -)
via ion chromatography (IC).
2.2.3 Continuous ultra-high-resolution laser ablation ice core analysis
Measurements collected from the laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer
(LA-ICP-MS) system were compiled to produce an ultra-high-resolution (120-µm per sample)
continuously sampled record from the deepest 20 meters of the CG ice core, below the firn ice
transition (42-m, 1820 C.E.). In this study, we present only the first ~20-meters below the firn
ice transition (42-m to 61-m, 0-1820CE). Details regarding method, sample preparation and
10

calibration protocols appear in Spaulding et al. (2017) and Sneed et al. (2015). The same ice
sections were previously used in Bohleber et al. (2018) to establish a chronology for the last
~1000 years of the 2013 CG ice core through annual layer counting of a continuous singleelement LA-ICP-MS 44Ca record. For the LA-ICP-MS analysis reported here, we applied a new
multi-element method to yield a precise investigation of the relative phasing of elements at
submillimeter scales (Spaulding et al., 2017). We applied this new multi-element method
(Spaulding et al., 2017), to the deepest 30-m of the ice core to create a continuous record for the
following elements: 56Fe, 27Al, 44Ca, 32S, and 28Si. An example of data collected from multiple 4cm runs appears in Figure 2.2. For each of the 5 elements, we collected close to 500,000
measurements and in total, over 1,500,000 measurements for the 30m of core. As discussed in
Sneed et al. (2015) and Spaulding et al. (2017) and further investigated within this study, the
resulting intensity values from the dust elements (56Fe, 27Al, and 44Ca) mirror closely their
respective elemental concentrations established by traditional ice core sampling. For this study,
we disregard 32S, and 28Si measurements as they do not capture their respective element
concentrations compared to traditional ice core sampling from the ICP-MS system. We address
gaps in the data >6-cm at: 60.97-61.04-m (7 cm.), 59.44-59.51-m (7-cm), 58.93-59.01 (8-cm),
52.86-52.95-m (9-m), and 58.6-58.74-m (14-cm).
2.2.4 Time Scale Development
The original CG ice core chronology was established by annual layer counting using a
combination of continuous flow analysis (CFA) Ca2+ and ultra-high-resolution laser ablationinductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometer (LA-ICP-MS) single element 44Ca in deeper
sections of the core paired with previously well-known horizons such as Saharan dust events
(SDE) and the 1963 bomb radioactivity layers (Bohleber et al., 2018). Since this work, we found
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more accurately identified age markers in the original annual layer counting, including a
decrease in lead emissions to natural levels precisely during the Black Death (~1349–1353 C.E.;
More et al., 2017) and a large sulfur/sulfate peak in the 930s, associated with the Icelandic
Eldgja eruption (Oppenheimer et al., 2018). In addition, we have refined the original CG time
scale with the discovery of a tephra chronological tie point for the 536 C.E. eruption (Loveluck
et al., 2018). Rhyolitic tephra was identified in a melted ice sample between the depth of 57.6757.88-m, corresponding to a significant peak of S & SO4-2 detected at this depth interval
(Loveluck et al., 2018). Based on the geochemical composition of the two tephra particles,
Loveluck et al. (2018) concluded that it is similar to the 536 C.E. volcanic event tephra in the
NEEM 2011 S1 ice core (Sigl et al., 2015). Based on the preliminary time scale by Boheleber et
al. (2018), this depth interval was approximately dated to 470-500 C.E. with an uncertainty of 72
years based on the dating uncertainty. By re-counting annual layers from the Eldgja time marker
at 939/940 C.E., the age scale was adjusted by about 50 years at the identified depth interval to
520-550 C.E. with an established age uncertainty of 35 years, accounting for the resolution of the
ICP-MS data and the length of the melted core where the tephra was detected. Using our
adjusted age scale, the CG record goes back to at least 1 C.E. at 61 m (abs) with an age
uncertainty of 75 years (based on the latest adjustment) with the possibility to extend back even
further (Bohleber et al., 2018; Loveluck et al., 2018). Future research will be extending the
deeper part of the record to the maximum 14C date available (4421–3907 cal yr BP; ~71.73-m)
near the bottom (Hoffman et al., 2018).
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A.

B.

Figure 2.2 Example of LA-ICP-MS 4-cm runs. A. Example of 6 runs pre-processed and
concatenated for a section (~18-cm) of the CG ice core. Highlighted area shows the 4-cm run
from B. B. Example of 56Fe (blue), 27Al (orange), 44Ca (green) in intensity as counts per second
(cps) collected simultaneously during a 4-cm run.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 SDE Record Development
We apply a principal component analysis (PCA) to the entire ice chemistry (co-registered 26
elements, chloride, nitrate, and a sulfate concentrations) dataset to reduce dimensionality and
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find correlations between major and trace elements measured, allowing the identification of
significant patterns or relationships within the chemical time series using the sci-kit (v0.20.2)
module in Python3.6. The top three resulting principal components (PC) and their total percent
variance (≥ 10%) are utilized to distinguish air-mass sources to CG and the European Alps.
Anthropogenically emitted pollutants, Pb and Cd, are associated with the third principal
component (PC3) capturing 11% of the total variance. PC3 exhibits a significant increase during
the 1900s after leaded gasoline was introduced and a sudden drop after the 1980s attributed to
lead abatement as previously noted by Schwikowski et al. (2004) in a Mont Blanc firn core.
Detailed analysis of Pb from the 2013 CG ice core is discussed in More et al. (2017). Known
marine aerosols: Na, Cl and K are the major constituents to the second principal component
(PC2), accounting for 14% of the total variance in the record (Figure 2.3). This elemental
pattern has been recognized previously by a PCA performed on snow chemistry from the French
Alps (Maupetit & Delmas, 1994) and at Fiescherhorn glacier in the Swiss Alps, where K+ is most
highly correlated with the sea-salt elements Na+ and Cl- (Schwikowski et al.,1999).
Major crustal elements Fe, Al, Mg, and Ca are associated with PC1 accounting for ~50%
of the total variance (Figure 2.3). In agreement with previous studies documenting the elements
Fe, Ca, Al and Mg as a part of the chemical signature of Saharan dust, we associate the crustal
elements in PC1 with a Saharan origin (e.g., Angelis et al., 1991; Maupetit & Delmas, 1994;
Avila et al., 1997; Zhu et al., 1997; Avila et al., 1999; Thevenon et al., 2012; Bohleber et al.,
2018). The major dust element Fe has the highest percent variance in PC1 with ~80% variance
decomposition (Table 2.1) and has a well-studied presence in the chemical composition of
Saharan dust (e.g., Zhu et al., 1997; Goudie & Middleton, 2001; Guieu et al., 2002), therefore we
establish it as the prime indicator for SDE in our study (Figure 2.4).
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Since we have established that Saharan dust events transported to the European Alps are
contained within the Colle Gnifetti ice core, we use a combination of annual ICP-MS Fe for
1780-2006 C.E. and annual LA-ICP-MS 56Fe measurements for 0 – 1820 C.E. as our primary
proxy for Saharan dust transport. The firn section of our core cannot be analyzed with the LAICP-MS, therefore our 56Fe record begins at 1820 C.E. (42.41-m). We demonstrate covariation
between Fe and 56Fe from the 40-year annual overlap (1780 to 1820 C.E.) and achieve a
correlation coefficient of 0.65, p <0.05 with the traditional sampling method for discrete ICP-MS
Fe. For the full record, we achieve statistically significant positive correlations between the LAICP-MS 56Fe and ICP-MS Fe for the overlapping record (0 to 1820 C.E.) at a 10- year
resolution. We utilize 56Fe as our primary proxy for Saharan dust transport as it yields the
strongest positive correlation with the traditional sampling method for discrete ICP-MS Fe.
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Figure 2.3 PCA Results. The three dominant principal components from a PCA based on
annually resampled ICP-MS data of 26 major and trace elements and 3 anions from IC data, for
the period 1780-2006 created using sci-kit in Python.
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Fe (ug/L)
Mg (ug/L)
Al (ug/L)
Ca (ug/L)
S (ug/L)
Pb (ng/L)
Cd (ng/L)
Na (ug/L)
Cl (ug/L)
K (ug/L)

PC1: 52% of
Variance

PC2: 14% of
Variance

PC3: 11% of
Variance

79.966

12.627

1.686

74.537

5.863

12.196

70.233

7.206

10.088

66.58

16.466

6.296

55.266

1.5

36.381

15.258

0.545

70.416

14.844

0.814

56.73

12.504

79.792

1.971

10.561

76.002

1.384

6.276

52.335

1.678

Table 2.1 EOF Variance Decomposition of ICPMS elements. EOF Variance Decomposition
of major or trace elements > 50% corresponding with Figure 2.3.
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2.3.2 Fe-bearing Saharan dust event transport to the European Alps post 1780 C.E.
Figure 2.4 shows periods of anomalously increased and decreased SDE from the log-scaled
annually resampled SDE record covering the 1780-2006 C.E. period. Notably high
concentrations (>50 ug/L) occur during the years 1977, 1943, 1937, 1994, and 1984 while 11 of
the 12 lowest annual concentrations are between the years 1790-1820, also noted as an extremely
cold period in Europe (Lamb, 1995). Most of the top 12 largest annual peaks interpreted as large
SDEs match previously recorded periods of increased dust input to Central Europe, shown in
Table 2.2. Among these years of large SDEs, several coincide with the current Sahara/Sahel
drought started in the 1970s, (Prospero & Lamb, 2003). Observed to correspond with the
Sahelian drought, a dust deposition record from northwest Africa, a marine-derived grain-size
distribution of terrigenous sediments (>10 μm), also shows strong similarities to our record over
the past century (Mulitza et al., 2010), apart from the increasing trend since 2000 while our
record is decreasing, also observed by Evan et al. (2016).
In order to explore atmospheric circulation associated with Saharan dust transporting to
the European Alps, we describe the relationship of our record to synoptic conditions and factors
affecting the North Atlantic/Mediterranean regions. Dominant air-mass sources during the
summer months to the CG region are Saharan dust-laden winds (Figure 2.1) via northeastward
transport across the Mediterranean (Type 1) and less frequent transport northward along the
coastline or over the eastern North Atlantic, then carried eastward by the westerlies to CG (Type
2), further discussed in Barkan et al. (2005) and Varga et al. (2013). These two modes of
transport are confirmed in back trajectories of Colle Gnifetti by Thevenon et al. (2009) and
Schwikowski et al. (1995). Based on the synoptics of dust transport in Barkan et al. (2005) and
Varga et al. (2013), Type 1 transport is likely to occur when a high-pressure system is located
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over NW Africa to central Europe, which is indicative of a strong Azores high, a northerly shift
of cyclones in the North Atlantic and decreased westerly humidity advection to Morocco (Esper
et al. 2007). This pattern is also observed in scaled anomaly composites during Feb-June 500 hPa
patterns for the 15 driest years in Morocco from 1659-2001 (Esper et al., 2007). MSLP from the
3 largest SDE in our record after 1979 (1994, 2000, 1984), show a similar pattern over Sardinia
caused by a higher than average pressure system presiding over Tunisia and Northern Algeria
and into the Mediterranean (Figure 2.4). From 1870-2006, the SDE proxy is statistically
significant (P<0.01) with an r-value of 0.66 to the mean sea level pressure (MSLP) over the
Mediterranean (35N-49N;0E-25E) derived from 20CR v2 data set for 5- and 10-year resolutions,
respectively. This correlation along with MSLP anomalies from climate reanalysis data shows
Saharan dust is likely to be transported to the European Alps during a stronger Azores High
leading to a higher-pressure system residing over NW Africa and the Mediterranean.
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Figure 2.4 Saharan dust proxy 1780-2006. A. Annual smooth Saharan dust proxy (black) for
1780-2006, derived from annual mean ICP-MS Fe (blue), shown in log scale for observation of
full concentration variability. Black triangles show years with 12 highest concentrations,
discussed in Table S2. B. Top 3 SDE years (1984, 1994, 2000) post 1979 from compiled ERAInterim Reanalysis data for MSLP during JJA. C. Comparison of CR20 v2 MSLP (red)
smoothed from the Mediterranean region (33N-48N;0E-18E) to annual smooth ICP-MS Fe
(black) for 1870-2007, with a statistically significant R-value of 0.66.
Ranking
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Year of CG SDE
Reference
1977
Haeberli et al.,1985, Wagenbach et al., 1988
1943
Wagenbach et al., 1988 (Potentially 1947 event)
1937
Wagenbach et al., 1988
1994
Moulin et al., 1997, Ozsoy et al., 2001
1984
Angelis et al., 1991, Wheeler 1985, Avila and Penuelas, 1999
1891
1788
Thevenon et al., 2009, Bohleber et al., 2018
1925
1892
Thevenon et al., 2009, Bohleber et al., 2018
1897
Wagenbach et al., 1988 (Potentially 1901 event)
2000
Middleton et al. 2001.
1761
Wagenbach et al. 1996

Table 2.2 Largest documented SDEs since 1780. The 12 largest peaks of Saharan dust (Fe
concentration) and corresponding references documented by year in the modern SDE
reconstruction (1780-2006) ranked 1-12, 1 having the highest concentration.
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2.3.3. SDE Variability Over the Past Two Millennia
Using the modern record as an analog for climatological conditions favoring periods of notable
SDE, we extend the record back to 1 C.E., using our annual SDE reconstruction, normalized
between 0 and 1 to identify periods of above average transport, shown in Figure 2.5. Our
annually resolved Saharan dust proxy from LA-ICP-MS is unique in that our ultra-highresolution record reveals episodic dust fluxes within a year, at an average of 181±145 raw
measurements per year, demonstrating that each annual measurement is an average of several,
isolated SDE (Figure 2.5).
The CG SDE proxy record shows relatively subdued occurrence prior to the 800s with
several multi-decadal-long surges of increased magnitude of SDE during the periods: 145-170
C.E., 430-445 C.E., and 570-585 C.E. During the onset of the MCA, from 800 C.E., intense SDE
become more frequent until about 1050 C.E, which is the longest duration with the largest
magnitude SDE of collective years in our record. After the prolonged period of large SDE, we
observe a declined period of persistent SDE from 1050 C.E. to 1700 C.E., with 4 observed
episodes of increased SDE (C.E.): 1170-1215, 1320-1360, 1455-1470, 1520-1530 and 16101670 (ICP-MS only). The 1700-1800 C.E. interval is predominantly characterized by large SDE,
followed by a lull until circa 1920 where increased SDE mostly define the past century. Based on
the measurements of Saharan dust variability over the past two millennia, we observe variations
of Saharan dust at a multidecadal scale that do not show consistent trends, but do coincide in
particular with the known major climate transition in European climate, MCA.
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Figure 2.5 Saharan Dust Proxy Past 2000 years. A. Raw (grey), 10-year resampled mean
(blue), and 10-year resampled smooth (black) ICP-MS Fe concentration. Braces show periods of
prolonged large SDEs. B. Raw 121 µm (grey) and smoothed annually resampled LA-ICP-MS
56
Fe (black; normalized between 0 and 1).
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2.4 Discussion
2.4.1 Influences of climate forcings and various large-scale teleconnections on Saharan dust
variability
Over the past two millennia, climate variability and changes in atmospheric circulation have
been strongly influenced by natural forcings (solar variability and volcanic activity), while more
recent changes can be attributed to anthropogenic influences such as land use and greenhouse gas
emissions (Mann, 2007). In the case of SDE transport to CG, Thevenon et al. (2009) touch on
possible forcing mechanisms (solar, volcanic, anthropogenic) and macro-scale oceanatmospheric teleconnections (NAO, ENSO, ITCZ) that have been previously proposed as
influences. With our new, annually resolved SDE record, we attempt to further expand the
knowledge of influences on northward SDE transport on multi-decadal to centennial timescales
and as well as on a sub-annual scale. To investigate the role of macro-scale ocean-atmospheric
teleconnections on multidecadal to centennial scale, we correlate the CG SDE record to high
resolution proxy reconstructions from adjacent regions with the annual ICP-MS Fe record (17802006 C.E.). To investigate the past two millennia, we additionally compare our SDE records
(annual LA-ICP-MS 56Fe and 10-year ICP-MS Fe) with the following paleoclimate
reconstructions in Figure 2.6: NAO (Olsen et al., 2012; Trouet et al., 2009), AMO (Mann et al.
2009; Gray et al., 2013), ITCZ (Lechlietner et al., 2017), ENSO (Li et al., 2011), NH volcanic
forcings (Sigl et al., 2015), and TSI (total solar irradiance; Steinhilber et al. (2012).
Statistically significant correlations (0.34, 0.58, 0.64 on a 1- , 5- and 10-year resolution,
respectively) to Lean et al. (1995) solar irradiance record for 1780-1995 C.E. with our SDE
proxy (Figure 2.7) demonstrates the strong influence of solar forcing on overall trends. Solar
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forcing is an important influence on European and North Atlantic climate, notably relating to a
stronger Azores High (positive NAO), with a lag of 2-4 years (Gray et al. 2013; Gray et al. 2016,
Ma et al., 2018). Solar forcing can also influence Northern Hemisphere surface heating (Lean et
al., 1995), leading to arid conditions in the Sahara. The relationship between SDE and solar
activity reconstruction (Steinhilber et al., 2012) throughout the past millennia (Figure 2.6), is at
its maximum during periods of high SDE, highlighted during 900s, late 1100s, mid 1300s, late
1700s and present.
Comparisons of our SDE proxy to northern hemisphere volcanic forcing reconstruction
show several SDE episodes occur simultaneously with high latitude volcanic eruptions (Figure
2.6). Volcanic aerosol loading in the stratosphere is associated with positive NAO patterns, cool
SST anomalies and a southward shift in the ITCZ, which is in turn associated with increased
aridity in Northern Africa, cooling over the North Atlantic, and more frequent and/or more
intense ENSO events (Clement et al., 2000; Haug et al., 2001; Moy et al., 2002, Pausata et al.,
2015; Birkel et al., 2018). Northern Hemisphere (NH) high latitude eruptions produce changes in
atmospheric circulation by creating a blanket of ash particles which block solar radiation thereby
causing regional cooling. In the NH summer following the eruption, a weakened African summer
monsoon is observed to reduce precipitation and consequently the flow of the Nile and Niger
rivers (Oman et al., 2006). While long term impacts of Northern Hemispheric volcanic eruption
on Saharan aridity are under-researched, we observe significant increases in the occurrence of
SDE after known high latitude eruptions. After the Eldgja (939/940) (Oppenheimer et al., 2018)
and Laki (1783) events, our LA and ICP-MS SDE records show significant increases of SDE
coinciding with reduced Nile River flow due to decreased regional precipitation (Oman et al.,
2006; Manning et al., 2017). High peaks in Nile River discharge (stronger monsoon intensity)
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occur during minima in Saharan dust flux records from Western Africa on a multi-millennial
timescale over the past 240ka (Skonieczny et al., 2019). Research by Manning et al. (2017) also
reveals a decrease in precipitation across the Sahel resulting from a weakened ITCZ due to 20th
century eruptions based on CMIP5 modeling results. Large volcanic events trigger cooler SST
potentially creating a positive feedback loop, where drier conditions in the Sahel lead to more
dust input into the atmosphere, further cooling the NA SST (Wang et al., 2012).
The interrelationship of Saharan dust transport pathways, eastward across the North
Atlantic and northward across the Mediterranean (Moulin et al., 1997), is further supported by
our SDE proxy’s positive correlation coefficients (0.21, 0.54, 0.56 for 1, 5, 10 years,
respectively) with a proxy record for Saharan dust emission and westward transport over the
Atlantic for the interval 1850-2006 (Evan et al., 2016). The time series produced by Evan et al.
(2016) is derived from NOAA-CIRES 20th Century Reanalysis monthly mean 10-m wind fields
and accounts for the magnitude and the direction of the wind field controlling most of the North
African dust emission variability (Figure 2.8). This suggests that atmospheric phenomena such as
ITCZ, NAO, ENSO are associated with increased wind across the North Atlantic and in turn
increased transport across the Mediterranean as previously described by Prospero (1996).
Prolonged periods of wet and dry climate in the Sahel and changes in the African summer
monsoon on decadal time scales are influenced by global and regional SST (Giannini et al.,
2003). On a regional scale, warmer (cooler) Mediterranean SST increases (decreases) rainfall
over Northern Africa as increased moisture is advected southward over the Sahara (Rowell,
2003). Saharan dust events correspond with decreased northwestern Mediterranean SST for
several periods of large SDE (430-445, 570-585 810-840, 875-1000) when compared with a
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Common Era northwestern Mediterranean SST proxy record (Marie-Alexandrine Sicre, et al.,
2016).
On a macro-scale, colder sea surface temperatures (SST) in the North Atlantic are
associated with increased dust transport traveling eastward through feedback mechanisms. Wang
et al. (2012) state that southward shifts in the ITCZ during periods of cooler North Atlantic SST
lead to a decrease in rainfall in the Sahel, followed by an increase in dust production which
further cools the North Atlantic Ocean during transport, creating a positive feedback loop. The
resulting negative correlation to ERA-Interim reanalysis JJA SST for the 1979-2006 in the North
Atlantic, off the coast of NW Africa (Figure 2.9), supports a covariability between North
Atlantic SST and northward transport of Saharan dust into Europe. Paleoclimate records used to
observe long-term changes in North Atlantic temperatures (Mann et al. 2009) and the northsouthward shift of the ITCZ (Lechlietner et al., 2017) do not produce a direct correlation with the
CG dust record. However, intervals of large SDEs highlighted in Figure 2.6 match with below
average North Atlantic SST (negative AMO), except for intervals where the AMO shifts from a
colder (more negative) to a warmer (more positive) phase occurring around 960 through 1000
(onset of the MCA) and around 1930 through 2006 (the beginning of our record). In addition, the
following large SDE, 888-945, 1170-1215, 1520-1530, 1610-1670, and 1770-1800 C.E., occur
during a southward shifted ITCZ (negative ITCZ index), suggesting atmosphere-ocean coupled
influences on SDE.
We do not find a statistically significant association between our SDE record and the
standard winter NAO reconstructions (Cook et al., 2003) during the modern era (1780-2006),
most probably because the CG record is dominated by a summer signal (Lugauer et al., 1998)
and the European Alps are in an area variably influenced by the NAO (Casty et al., 2005).
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However, the SDE record is significantly correlated to the summer NAO (sNAO) reconstruction
(Folland et al. 2009) with 0.15, 0.67, 0.76 for 1, 5, 10-year correlations, respectively, for 17801976 C.E. (Figure 2.10). Our finding that the summer transport of Saharan dust has a weaker
connection to the winter NAO index and a stronger correspondence to summer NAO supports
previous work (Doherety et al., 2008; DeFlorio et al., 2015). The sNAO is an EOF pattern of
observed summertime extratropical North Atlantic MSLP, located further north than the winter
NAO, that exerts a strong influence on European climate and influences summer climate
extremes such as flooding, drought and heat stress (Folland et al., 2009). Although the sNAO is
well correlated to increased wet weather in the Mediterranean, this pattern has a negative
correlation to precipitation in the Sahel, suggesting that a positive sNAO corresponds with
Sahelian droughts and a weaker West African Monsoon (Linderholm et al., 2009; Folland et al.,
2009).
Sahelian drought has related to increased Saharan dust transport across the Atlantic
(Prospero & Nees, 1986; Prospero et al., 1995; Prospero ,1996; Prospero & Lamb, 2003),
whereas its impact northward across the Mediterranean is less well understood. To determine the
influence along the latitude of western Africa (20W-10N), we performed a moving correlation
for precipitation rate (mm/day) using 20CRV2c data segmented into four areas from 10N to 35N
(Figure 2.11). Our results show that decreased precipitation in both the Sahel and Sahara play a
role in Saharan dust transport northward across the Mediterranean. During the 1880s, a
significant negative correlation between precipitation rate at 15-30 N and CG SDE corresponds
with an increase in precipitation during a decrease in SDE. Note the significant positive
correlations to Sahel precipitation from 1912-1924. Lastly, the negative correlation with
decreased precipitation rate at 25-35 N and increased Saharan dust during 1975 to 2006,
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corresponds with the Sahelian drought since the 1970s (Prospero & Lamb, 2003). The running
average correlations suggests that over the past 30 years or so, northward Saharan dust transport
more closely reflects precipitation in the Sahara compared with the Sahel but this co-variability
changes over time.
Although previous studies suggest North African dust concentrations are associated with
ENSO (Prospero & Nees, 1986), our SDE record does not yield a statistically significant
correlation to the Nino reconstruction from Li et al. (2008), SOI reconstruction from Jones et al.
(2001) or the reconstructed ENSO record from Li et al. (2011) on a longer timescale (Figure
2.6). ENSO events identified in Propsero & Lamb (2003; 1972–73, 1982–83, 1986–87, 1991–92,
and 1997–98), however, occur before major SDE events in our annual post 1780 record,
suggesting that although overall trends in ENSO variability disagree, strong winter ENSO events
could indirectly affect summer SDE transport through atmospheric teleconnections. These
changes associated with strong ENSO circulation patterns can lead to increasing wind speed over
tropical Africa and periods of decreased North African/Sahel rainfall (Folland et al., 1986;
Janicot et al., 1996). Our data suggests that ENSO variability may have a stronger influence on
transport across the North Atlantic compared with the Mediterranean. In relation to ENSO and
large-scale atmospheric teleconnections, Thevenon et al. (2009) discovered a potential link
between CG SDE to the South Asian monsoon through a high Himalayan ice core (Thompson et
al., 2000). Our resulting positive correlations (0.47 and 0.61, 5- and 10-year resolution for 14501995 C.E.) to the Himalayan ice core dust record (Supplementary Material; Thompson et al.,
2000), further supports evidence of a connection between northward Saharan dust transport to
large-scale teleconnections affecting the South Asian monsoon including the ITCZ.
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While there is no clear consensus if SDE are connected to a single influence, we briefly
try to connect large SDE in our record to suggested macro-scale ocean and atmosphere
influences. Based on our analysis, the CG ice core-derived SDE proxy record is strongly
influenced by solar forcings and not only reflects climatic conditions in the European Alps but
also implies a causal relationship between North African hydroclimate and North Atlantic
climate. More research needs to be done to determine connections between macro-scale
teleconnections and Saharan dust variability on multi-decadal to centennial scale. Based on the
comparisons to multiple paleoclimate records, we further suggest that there is not one specific
cause of multi-year frequency of large SDE, but multiple influences that create favorable
conditions for increased SDE.
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Figure 2.6 Proxy Comparison. Common era climate forcings /ocean and atmospheric
teleconnection proxy comparison with a) NH volcanic forcings (Sigl et al., 2015), total solar
irradiance (Steinhilber et al., 2009), reconstructed ENSO record (Yan et al., 2011), NAO index
(Trouet et al., 2009) and extended reconstructed NAO index (Olsen et al., 2012), reconstructed
ITCZ record (Lechlietner et al., 2017), reconstructed AMO index resampled to 5-year resolution
(Mann et al., 2009), and reconstructed 5-year mean European JJA temperature (Luterbacher et
al., 2016), compared to smoothed ICP-MS 10-year resolution Fe data and LA-ICP-MS annual
resolution 56Fe data from this study.
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Figure 2.7 Total Solar Irradiance comparison. Comparison of annually resampled ICP-MS Fe
to Lean et al., 1995 Total Solar Irradiance.

Figure 2.8 North African wind comparison. Comparison of annually resampled ICP-MS Fe to
Evan et al. 2016 CIRES 20CR North African 10-m winds data (red), ERA-I (purple), and
AVHRR DAOD (green).
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Figure 2.9 ERA-I reanalysis SST correlation. ERA-Interim Sea Surface Temperature
correlation with 1979-2005 SDE annual record. Note the negative correlation in the North
Atlantic Ocean.
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Figure 2.10 sNAO comparison. Comparison of annually resampled ICP-MS Fe to Folland et
al., 2009 Summer NAO observed (purple) and reconstructed (red) records for 1780-2006.

Figure 2.11 Sahel precipitation moving correlation. 31 point moving correlation for annually
resampled ICP-MS Fe to precipitation rate (mm/day) using 20CRV2c data segmented into five
latitudes from 10N to 35N for longitudes from -20E to 10E for areas defined as western Africa in
the Sahara through the Sahel, for 1851-2006.
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2.4.2 Onset of the MCA
The longest-occurring interval of large Saharan dust events (850-1000 C.E.; Figure 2.5, 2.6) is
coincident with onset of the MCA (900 and 1400 C.E.; e.g., Lamb, 1965; Bradley et al., 2003;
Mann and Jones, 2003; Mann et al., 2009; Berner et al., 2011), a period with widespread
anomalous droughts, noted in multiple paleoclimate records in Europe, Africa, Asia, and the
mid-latitudes of both Americas (e.g. Rein et al., 2004, Pederson et al., 2014; Bhattacharya et al.,
2017). On a regional-scale, paleoclimate reconstructions for Africa yield conditions favoring or
indicating increased production and transport of dust events during 800-1050 C.E. Most notably,
the 3200-year dust deposition record (>10 μm) from the coast of northwest Africa (Mulitza et al.,
2010; previously discussed in 3.2) similarly exhibits its largest dust peak (pre-1780) during the
mid-900’s (between 932 and 970). Dry conditions between approximately 900-1000 C.E are
indicated by an oxygen isotope record of Lake Bosumtwi in Ghana (represents Sahel
precipitation; Shanahan et al., 2009) and Moroccan lake level fluctuations (Détriché et al., 2009).
Based on high-resolution marine records extracted from the Algerian-Balearic basin (MartínPuertas et al. 2010; Nieto-Moreno et al., 2011; Moreno et al., 2012), higher aeolian African input
is noted in geochemical proxies during this interval and an extremely low frequency of flooding
characterize the period 930 to 1070 in a Nile flood record, further suggesting dry conditions in
northern Africa (Hassan et al., 2007). The concurrence of intense drought events in multiple
paleoclimate records across the North Atlantic and along the mid-latitudes indicates that these
occurrences are linked through ocean-atmosphere teleconnections.
The centennial-long episode of large SDE during the onset of the MCA suggests there
was a major change in macro-scale Northern Hemisphere atmospheric teleconnections towards
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those favoring sustained drought throughout Africa. Above-average temperatures are
documented in the European temperature anomaly data (Luterbacher et al., 2016) while the few
NAO Index reconstructions that extend back to at least 800 C.E. suggest a strong Azores High
(positive NAO) between 800 and 1200 C.E. (Figure 2.6; e.g. Olsen et al., 2012; Wassenburg et
al., 2013; Baker et al., 2015; Faust et al., 2016). The onset of the MCA (870-1000) is indicated as
the coldest interval of high-resolution reconstruction documented in diatom-inferred records of
August sea surface temperature (Miettinen et al., 2015). North Atlantic SST changes, climatic
conditions specified by African hydroclimate records and a positive phase NAO suggest this is a
regionally dry period of the MCA.
Interestingly, this anomalous period of increased large SDEs also coincides with the
period generally identified as the economic take-off of France, Germany, Britain and
neighboring regions (~900-~1100). Historians and archaeologists have adduced multiple causes
and actors (Bartlett 1993, Loveluck 2013), but most agree it started with a medieval Agrarian
Revolution in the countryside producing more food to feed more people (White 1966). Historians
are now exploring whether improving climate conditions may have contributed to the Agrarian
Revolution (Williamson 2013; Brooke 2014, 350-1, 358-64, etc.) The chronological convergence
of the SDE anomaly, some of its salient features, and its geographic scope suggest a link with the
climate reorganization in the MCA and, through it, with the take-off of European food
production that fueled Europe’s demographic and economic expansion. Acknowledging the
context of societal changes with exceptional climate-related events is critical to develop more
accurate interpretations of increasingly higher resolution paleoclimate data over the Common
Era.
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2.4.3 Historic Implications of Ultra-High-Resolution SDE
Written records that capture evidence of events or inter-annual changes in climate and pollution
are significantly valuable when used in concert with paleoclimate data, especially when cuttingedge methods of ice core analysis can reveal environmental signals at a sub-annual scale
throughout time (More et al., 2018). This multi-disciplinary approach led to the development of a
European lead pollution record for the past millennia (More et al., 2017). Using our novel LAICP-MS-derived SDE proxy, we detect and synthesize environmental signals from the ultra-high
resolution glacio-chemical time series in concert with the written historical records to reveal new
multi-disciplinary analysis of paleo environmental signals. For example, the period of 1325-1365
C.E. stands out as one of the largest SDE in our record (Figure 2.5), while historical records
show the 1300s were a time of extreme events leading to the Great Famine (1315-1317) and the
Black Death (1346-1353). Further research should seek to answer if SDE further exacerbate a
decline in human health by decreasing air quality or can be used as indicators for extreme
meteorological events leading to human suffering. In Figure 2.12, We focus on the period of
1325-1365 C.E. using our raw 121-µm LA-ICP-MS 56Fe SDE proxy to further examine the
possibility of connecting written historical records of human accounts to dust events analyzed in
our record.
The Great Famine predated the occurrence of the large SDE from 1315 to 1325 C.E.,
which historical records say arose from dire weather such as torrential rains, floods, mud and
cold and killed at least one tenth of the population in northern Europe (Jordan, 1996; Jordan,
2010). Our SDE record is predominantly flat during this period suggesting Saharan dust events
were scarce (except for a moderate event in 1319-1320 C.E.), which, based on our records and
their previously described relationships, would suggest increased precipitation, thereby
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supporting the historical records. Following a small break in the CG ice core record (Figure
2.12), SDE increase in occurrence and magnitude from 1325-1334 C.E. After a stormy year in
Italy in 1324, there is an extended dry period recorded throughout Italy, Switzerland, Southern
France, and Czechia, from 1325 to 1337 (Appendix A). Heat and extreme dust are also recorded
in Cologne, Germany by Petrach in 1333 C.E. (Francesco Petrarca, Liber Primus, 4 & 5), which
could signify a Saharan dust event reaching Northern Europe during this year. During a lull in
SDE between 1334 and 1341 C.E., numerous accounts of locust infestations are reported in
1338, 1339, 1340, and 1341 in parts of France, Germany, Switzerland, Bavaria, Austria, and N.
Italy (Appendix A). Locust infestations tend to occur after a drought and suggest a change in
wind patterns from an eastern source indicating locusts could follow large SDEs with a shift
from north-easterly winds to south-westerly winds (Camuffo & Enzi, 1991). While increased
dust events recommence from 1340-1350, numerous accounts of drought and heat from
Germany, Austria and Czechia occur from 1344-1351 (Appendix A). As stated in the “Life of
Edward III” by Mackinnon, showers of blood in 1348-1349 C.E. in Germany were thought to
presage the Black Death, among other calamities. We observe additional large SDE from 13561362 C.E. which is perceived as a period of drought and heat in Italy, Austria, France, and
Germany (Appendix A). After this episode of SDE, an abundance of locust infestations arises
once again between 1363 to 1366 C.E. in Italy, France, Germany, and Austria (Appendix A).
The shift in abundance of large SDE could be explained by a prolonged drought followed
by increased winds and atmospheric circulation. Marking the end of the MCA, several Moroccan
climate reconstructions covering the mid-1300s suggest a sudden shift from wetter to drier
conditions (Esper et al., 2007, Wassenburg et al., 2013, Brahim et al., 2017). For southwestern
Morocco 1350 CE is the driest peak in the entire speleothem record ranging from 831±27 CE to
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1935±25 CE (Brahim et al., 2017). Other indicators of a changing climate during this time
interval include below average North Atlantic SST (negative AMO) between the interval 13301360 CE (Mann et al., 2009), coinciding with the first peak in LIA alpine glacier advances from
the Great Aletsch glacier located in the Swiss Alps in Europe (Holzhauser et al., 2005). Abrupt
changes in atmospheric circulation during the period of 1325-1365 CE are reflected in changes in
the frequency and magnitude of SDE in addition to evidence found in historical written records.

A.

B.

C.

Figure 2.12 Anomalous SDEs in the mid-1300s. A. Outstanding Saharan dust episodes at Colle
Gnifetti in the pre-instrumental period, found in both the Fe and 56Fe records (1315-1365) shown
with raw (grey) and smoothed (black) 56Fe intensity (121-µm). B. Dust events during the 5-year
interval from 1329-1334 C.E. C. Dust events during the 5-year interval from 1342-1347.
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2.5 Conclusions
This study presents the longest continuous, ultra-high-resolution ice core record yet produced,
utilized for the identification of Fe-bearing Saharan dust events via southerly air masses to the
European Alps derived from North Africa over the past 2000 years. Environmental variability is
well preserved in the CG ice core; thus, the combination of multiple ice core sampling
techniques creates a reliable record to interpret the long-term behavior of Saharan dust transport
in relation to its occurrence, duration, and magnitude. This study substantially extends in
temporal resolution and length of record the knowledge produced by past ice core studies
focused on Saharan dust events transported to CG and the European Alps regions and
demonstrates the implications of ultra-high-resolution sampling for future ice core records.
Our data suggests the following implications for SDE variability: 1) interannual to
decadal Saharan dust transport to Europe does not show constant variability, rather multi-year
episodes of frequent, large dust events tend to occur irregularly; 2) a co-variation between
eastward transported North Atlantic and northward transported Mediterranean SDE during
summer months is evident from correlations with North African wind patterns as originally
suggested by Evan et al. (2016); 3) multi-decadal Saharan dust transport demonstrates variability
similar to key climate transitions in European climate such as the MCA; 4) multi-decadal scale
variations in Saharan dust transport allow for further analysis of the influence of multiple oceanatmospheric teleconnections associated with the North Atlantic including the NAO, AMO,
ENSO and the ITCZ; 5) volcanic activity might create suitable conditions for an amplified
occurrence of anomalous Saharan dust transport to Europe; and 6) ultra-high-resolution ice core
chemistry measurements can be used in concert with historical written records to improve
interpretations of human-climate interactions. These findings offer new insights into annual to
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decadal scale Saharan dust variations during the modern and pre-industrial periods in the
European Alps region.
In the past, major dust episodes have been related to Northern African drought
accompanied by increased wind speed caused by changes in the pressure-temperature gradient.
Based on the evidence found in our study, we predict that anthropogenic forcing will disturb
natural feedbacks in the ocean-atmospheric teleconnections resulting in less but more intense
SDE in the future. A negative NAO and increased warming in the North Atlantic, due to
increased CO2 emissions, could lead to fewer Saharan dust events across the Mediterranean and
subsequently across the North Atlantic as well. A warming Arctic and increased loss of sea ice
will further amplify this effect by weakening the temperature-pressure gradient between the mid
and high latitudes, resulting in a weaker Azores High (negative NAO state) (Magnusdottir et al.,
2004). This decrease in dust events could destabilize natural systems and result in increased
hurricane activity in the North Atlantic, as suggested by Evan et al. (2016). A warming climate
will also affect the position and annual movement of the ITCZ, which is, as discussed, another
major contributor to SDE. On the other hand, intense droughts caused by a likely reduction in
precipitation and increased temperature over northern Africa in response to climate change
(IPCC, 2014), will lead to increased dust availability. The amplified vulnerability of the Saharan
desert could lead to massive periods of dust uplift, causing harm to population centers located in
the transport pathways.
Ice core records from the European Alps provide archives of atmospheric circulation
from the surrounding regions, allowing for a better understanding of the connection with North
Atlantic climate. Our record of past changes in SDE lays the groundwork for further
development in the understanding of climate mechanisms and feedbacks in connection with
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smaller scale, sub annual SDE. Our results provide a baseline for further study of natural climate
variations associated with Saharan dust transport by distinguishing years of anomalous SDE over
the Common Era and allowing improved detection of the global warming influence on recent and
future changes in SDE.
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CHAPTER 3
ULTRA-HIGH-RESOLUTION INVESTIGATION OF 1-MILLION-YEAR-OLD ICE FROM
ALLAN HILLS BLUE ICE AREA, ANTARCTICA
3.1 Introduction
Ice cores are a proxy used for paleoclimate reconstructions and provide the most direct and
detailed way to investigate past climate and atmospheric conditions. Annual layers within ice
cores capture atmospheric dust, sea-salts, ash, gases, and human pollutants (Legrand &
Mayewski, 1997). Here we present continuous sampling data from the oldest known ice (Higgins
et al., 2015) recovered from a 125.64 -126.31 m depth interval at the Allan Hills Blue Ice area in
Antarctica during 2010-2011 field season. The ca.1-Ma old ice is investigated with our unique
sampling technique, laser ablation-inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometer (LA-ICP-MS)
complimented by novel very-high resolution stable water isotope sampling system. Extending ice
core records beyond the current 800ka thus far available from Antarctica will shed light on the
state of the climate prior to the transition from 40ka to 100ka glacial/interglacial cycles observed
in marine sediment cores (Augustin et al., 2004). Allan Hills Blue Ice area is located near the
McMurdo Dry Valleys in South Victoria Land, East Antarctica (Figure 3.1). Blue Ice areas are
locations where obstructions by subsurface terrain cause ice to be pushed toward the surface. Old
ice is then exposed at the surface by sublimation and wind erosion (Bintanja et al., 1999). This
ice core is recovered from site with confirmed 40Aratm measurements supporting the ice age ca.1
Ma, 117 m below the surface. Cosmogenic ages of meteorites found nearby suggest the presence
stranded ice as old as 2.5 Ma (Harvey 1998).
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Figure 3.1. Location of Allan Hills. Antarctica Location of Allan Hills Blue Ice Area in
Antarctica.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 LA-ICP-MS
The laser ablation-inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometer (Figure 3.2) achieves a
realistic measure of variability of select chemical species from an ultra-high resolution (as low as
121 μm), non-destructive sampling method (Sneed et al., 2015; Spaulding et al., 2017). Elements
are measured using single-element or multi-element line scans, producing a continuous laser
ablated profile along the length of the ice sample. Multiple single-element passes for 44Ca, 23Na
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and 56Fe along with a multi-element pass for 23Na, 27Al and 25Mg were ablated and analyzed
along parallel tracks down the ice core.
3.2.2 Stable Water Isotope High-Resolution Sampling
The novel stable water ∂18O and ∂D sampling system (Figure 3.3) produces samples by shaving
the ice core into a powder with a power saw at a 3mm resolution in a -20ºC working freezer at
the Climate Change Institute. Each sample was melted in a sealed plastic bag at room
temperature and measured, along with calibration standards, by cavity ring-down spectroscopy
using a Picarro Model L2130-i Ultra High-Precision Isotopic Water Analyzer.

Figure 3.2 Complete Sayre CellTM system. (a) Complete Sayre CellTM system. Cryocell
moves left and right under the fixed upper rail on Teflon rails using a Kevlar belt. The ablation
chamber is fixed in place under the laser. Ice core is placed on tray inside of cell, two risers
position it to the ablation chamber. Cooling coils from the recirculating chiller are located on
both sides of cell (as shown).
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Figure 3.3 Stable Water Isotope Sampling Technique. Our novel stable water isotope
sampling technique. Ice core is placed on mobile tray which is then moved parallel to the saw as
it shaves the ice into a powder. Powder is collected in a small bag which is then sealed and
melted for processing.
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3.3 Results

Figure 3.4 LA-ICP-MS Marine 23Na and Dust 27Al, 25Mg, 44Ca and 56Fe. LA-ICP-MS ultrahigh resolution (121 μm) intensity (cpu) measurements are shown for the following elements,
44
Ca, 25Mg, 27Al, and 56Fe (traditionally used as continental (dust) air-mass source proxies) and
23
Na (traditionally used as marine air-mass source proxy) raw intensity data profiles (outliers
greater than 5 standard deviations excluded).
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Figure 3.5 LA-ICP-MS 23Na at Different Depth Intervals. LA-ICP-MS ultra-high resolution
(121 μm) intensity (cpu) measurements3 are shown by 23Na raw data profiles at 10 cm, 5 cm, 5
mm and 1 mm resolutions from the top depth of 125.65 m (outliers greater than 5 standard
deviations excluded).
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Figure 3.6 LA-ICP-MS 23Na, 44Ca and 56Fe for 8-cm Segment. An 8 cm segment (126.00126.08 m) of three elements passes, 23Na, 44Ca and 56Fe (raw and a 20-point moving average
smooth) intensity (cps) measurements.

Figure 3.7 LA-ICP-MS Elemental Ratios. LA-ICP-MS ultra-high resolution (121-μm)
intensity (cpu) measurements3 are shown by the following ratios 56Fe/23Na (traditionally used
as ocean input proxy), 25Mg/27Al and 44Ca/27Al (traditionally used as dust input proxies).
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Figure 3.8 Low resolution (10cm) SWI Data. Low resolution (10cm) stable water isotope from
Allan Hills Site 1503 compared with high resolution (3mm) stable water isotope measurements
from Allan Hills Site 58. (SWI measured per mil shown by δ18O and δD raw data profiles).

Figure 3.9 High Resolution (3mm) SWI Data. Close up of high resolution (3mm) stable water
isotope per mil measurements shown by δ18O and δD raw data profiles from Allan Hills Site 58.
3.4 Discussion and Conclusion
The regular variability observed within the LA-ICP-MS signals and the stable water isotope
measurements from the ancient ice indicate particles and stratigraphy have been well preserved.
For the Allan Hills ice core, we investigate five elements from the LA-ICP-MS system as proxies
for atmospheric conditions related to their source (Figure 3.4; 3.5; 3.6, 3.7) Their intensities are
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the result of production, transport, chemical transformation, and deposition. We additionally
measured stable water isotopes to investigate the climate of the system (Figure 3.9).
Our results show environmental signals are preserved within the 1-Ma old ice (Higgins et
al., 2015). High signal variability for dust elements indicate that single dust and marine particles
are preserved in the original layering within the ice as there is evident fluctuation in the signal
resolved as shown in Figure 3.10; 3.11. High resolution measurements of ∂18O and ∂D at 3mm
can help establish the climate state of a system (Figure 3.8; 3.9). Our observed range in stable
water isotope values are consistent with previously measured in ice core records of
glacial/interglacial levels.
Our ultra-high-resolution data allows us to investigate the possibility of identifying
signals within the ancient ice that have characteristics that could vary at seasonal, annual,
decadal, centennial etc. scale. In Figure 3.10, sodium, which peaks in the Antarctic winter
months (Augustin et al., 2004), shows fluctuations that could be attributed to seasonal variations.
Figure 3.11 shows the same 0.04m segment of the ice core comparing iron and calcium from
dust sources with the potential annual layers in sodium. From observations of the data, the iron
and calcium are out of phase with the sodium measurements and peak after the sodium. While
comparing our dust/marine measurements with the 18O in Figure 3.12, we do not find any
conclusive phasing patterns between the different measurements.
Our extensive glacio-chemical and stable water isotope data suggests that environmental
signals are preserved within the ~1-Ma old (Higgins et al., 2015) interval. Our observed range of
stable water isotope values are consistent with values from other Allan Hills ice cores. Our data
further suggests that LA-ICP-MS measurements from this time period can be used as proxies for
marine sea-salt and continental dust sources as is customary. From our study, we conclude we
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can obtain environmental signals from the ancient Allan Hills ice that show a consistent
fluctuation at an ultra-high-resolution using LA-ICP-MS measurements which is complimented
by high resolution stable water isotope measurements. While we do not have the ability to
determine the duration of these fluctuations, further research could tell us if these signals are
showing a seasonal, annual, decadal, centennial, etc. scale. Thus, this extensive data set may for
the first time, enable us to provide a snapshot of climate before the mid-Pleistocene transition.

Figure 3.10 Layers from LA-ICP-MS 23Na. A 0.04m segment (125.752-125.756) of LA-ICPMS 23Na (raw and a 10-point moving average smooth) intensity (cps) measurements.

Figure 3.11 Layers from LA-ICP-MS 23Na, 44Ca and 56Fe. A 0.04m segment (125.752125.756) of LA-ICP-MS 23Na, 44Ca and 56Fe (10-point moving average smooth) intensity (cps)
measurements.
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Figure 3.12 LA-ICP-MS 23Na, 27Al and 56Fe with SWI Data. LA-ICP-MS ultra-high
resolution (121 μm) intensity (cpu) measurements for the following elements, 56Fe, 23Na and
27
Al, raw intensity data profiles in gray and smoothed in black. Bottom plot is high resolution
(3mm) stable water isotope per mil measurements shown by δ18O (blue) and δD (green) raw data
profiles from Allan Hills Site 58.
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CHAPTER 4
ICE CORE DATA PROGRAMS
4.1 Ultra-High-Resolution Ice Core Data
Ice core archives provide the most direct and detailed evidence of past climate and atmospheric
conditions (Legrand & Mayewski, 1997). However, the resolution of traditional ice core
sampling methods limits the scope of information that can be extracted from the ice regarding
meteorological scale events (e.g., dust storms, volcanic eruptions, anthropogenic emissions etc.)
particularly in low accumulation and compressed ice. Using laser ablation inductively coupled
mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS), a novel ultra-high-resolution multi-element sampling method
for ice cores (Sneed et al., 2015; Spaulding et al., 2017), we recovered the highest-resolution
continuous glacio-chemical record yet from an ice core, measuring close to 5 million samples
from 40 meters of ice. This record was compiled using samples from the 2013 Colle Gnifetti
(CG) ice core, located in the Swiss-Italian Alps region. We use ultra-high-resolution (120-µm)
continuously sampled LA-ICP-MS (Sneed et al., 2015; Spaulding et al., 2017) and high
resolution (~3-cm discretely sampled) ICP-MS (Inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometer)
developed and utilized in the Climate Change Institute’s (CCI) W.M. Keck Laser Ice Facility
(Keck). For our LA-ICP-MS analysis, we applied a new multi-element method to yield a precise
investigation of the relative phasing of elements on a submillimeter level (Spaulding et al., 2017).

4.2 LA-ICP-MS Input Program
In order to investigate the large datasets produced by our high-resolution analyses, we
created data analysis frameworks that pre-process and assemble the ultra-high-resolution LAICP-MS data into a concatenated, functional time series concentration using Python computer
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language. This Laser Input data processing framework creates excel and pdf documents
containing compiled and edited data from information provided by the user and raw data
provided by the output of the LA-ICP-MS system. The machine output from the LA-ICP-MS
system (thoroughly discussed in Chapter 2) is compiled of text files containing data for each 4cm run in a file corresponding to the section that is run. The user moves these files are moved to
a directory corresponding to the ice core being analyzed, along with a detailed user input based
on a template (Appendix A) with information on depths and conditions for the analysis. This
directory is then run through the LaserInput.py code (Appendix B); the output files for this run
are as follows: compiled input information, compiled section/run information, compiled data by
depth for all elements, runs and sections LR & MR stand for different elements ran together,
compiled tuning parameters from the input files, excel and pdf documents containing statistical
data for the first 12 seconds for each run of each section lasered and PDF documents of plots for
each run of each section and each section. In order to run this python script, Python3 is required
along with the following modules: sys, os, re, pandas, numpy, datetime, matplotlib, scipy, and
typing.
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APPENDIX A: Database of Western European Climate

DARMC Scholarly Data Series: 2019-X

Database of Western European Climate from Written Sources (Reports of
heat and drought), ca. 1317 to 1364

Please cite original reference when using this data!

Name of Data Set:
Contributors:

DARMC Scholarly Data
Series Citation:

Original Reference:

Last Updated 03/23/2019

Database Information
Western European Climate from Written Sources (reports of heat and drought), ca.
1317 to ca. 1364
Michael McCormick, Alexander More, Jakub Kabala, Leland Grigoli, Brendan
Maione-Downing, Matthew Luongo, Leila Hofer, Brianna Rennix, Maria Waldinger,
Hannah Feldman, Phillip Kadaev, Santiago Pardo Sanchez.
Author, author etc. "Western European Climate from Written Sources (reports of
heat and drought), ca. 1317 to ca. 1364," DARMC Scholarly Data Series 2019-X
Alexandre, P. 1987. Le Climat en Europe au moyen age: Contribution à l'histoire
des variations climatiques de 1000 à 1425, d'après les sources narratives de
l'Europe occidentale. Paris: Èd. De l'École des hautes études en sciences sociales.
Buisman, J. 1995. Duizend Jaar Weer, Wind en Water in de Lage Landen. Franeker
: Van Wijnen. Weikinn, C. 2002. Quellentexte zur Witterungsgeschicte Europas von
der Zeitwende bis zum Jahr 1850. Berlin: Gebrüder Borntraeger.

Figure A.1 Database of Western European Climate. Database of Western European Climate
from Written Sources, ca 1317 to 13644
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APPENDIX B: Laser Input Template
Figure B.1 Laser Input Template, Sheetname: InputInformation
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Figure B.2 Laser Input Template, Sheetname: RunLog
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APPENDIX C: Laser Input Code
Figure C.1 Laser Input Code (continued to page 83)
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*"""
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Created: Feb 13, 2018
Updated: Feb 15, 2018
Author: Heather Clifford
Email: heather.clifford@maine.edu
LA-ICP-MS Software
Use: Creates excel and pdf documents containing compiled and edited data from
information provided by the user and raw data provided by the output of
the LA-ICP-MS system.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------"""
import sys
import os
import re
import pandas as pd
import numpy as np
import datetime
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from matplotlib.backends.backend_pdf import PdfPages
from scipy.interpolate import interp1d
from pandas import DataFrame,Series
from typing import Tuple,List
def read_input_information(input_files:str)-> DataFrame:
"""
Reads input information from InputInformation sheet in the input file excel
documents found in Input_Files folder to a compiled dataframe
Input:
input_files: Input_Files directory containing input files
Output:
df: Dataframe containing information from the InputInformation sheet
from the input file excel documents found in Input_Files folder
"""
input_information = [pd.read_excel(os.path.join(input_files,i),
sheetname='InputInformation',index_col=0,header=[0,1,2],skiprows=2).T
for i in os.listdir(input_files) if i.startswith(('Input','input'))]
df = pd.concat(input_information)
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df['Date Ran'] = pd.to_datetime(df['Date Ran'], format="%m/%d/%Y")
print('Running LAICPMS Software for {} Core'.format(\
df.index.get_level_values(0)[0]))
return df
def export_tuning_parameters(input_files:str,input_information:DataFrame,
laser_directory:str,abbreviation:str)->DataFrame:
"""
Reads tuning parameter information from InputInformation sheet in the input
file excel documents found in Input_Files folder to a compiled
dataframe
Input:
input_files: Input_Files directory containing input files
input_information: Dataframe containing compiled input information
laser_directory: directory from user input
abbreviation: core abbreviation from input information
Output:
df: Dataframe containing information from the TuningParameters sheet
from the input file excel documents found in Input_Files folder
"""
now = datetime.datetime.now()
folder = os.path.join(laser_directory, 'Output_Data_Files')
if not os.path.exists(folder):
os.makedirs(folder)
tuning_parameters= [pd.read_excel(os.path.join(input_files,i),
sheetname='TuningParameters',header=None,index_col=0,skiprows=2).T \
for i in os.listdir(input_files) if i.startswith(('Input','input'))]
df = pd.concat(tuning_parameters)
df = df.set_index(input_information.index)
df.insert(0,'Date Ran',input_information['Date Ran'])
df.insert(1,'Name',input_information['Name of Person'])
excel_name = pd.ExcelWriter(os.path.join(folder,
'{}_TuningParameters_{}.xlsx'.format(\
abbreviation,now.strftime("%m%d%Y"))),datetime_format= 'mm/dd/yy')
df.to_excel(excel_name)
excel_name.save()s
return df

def export_data(sections:str,section_runs:dict,laser_directory:str,
abbreviation:str)->Tuple[DataFrame,DataFrame]:
"""
Exports background information and statistics, creates plots for
background data,creates concated dataframes
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with data for given sections
Input:
sections: String corresponding to input
section_runs: dictionary containing data from section runs
laser_directory: directory from user input
abbreviation: core abbreviation from input information
Output:
Tuple[DataFrame,DataFrame]: Dataframes for MR and LR
concatenated data from sections
"""
background_data1 = {}
background_data2 = {}
data1=[]
data2=[]
top=[]
bot = []
for i in os.listdir(sections):
print('Processing Section {}'.format(i))
section_data1=[]
section_data2=[]
indexes=[]
bck1={}
bck2={}
for index, row in section_runs[i].iterrows():
indexes.append(index)
file1,file2=file_names(sections,i,index)
data1.append(run(file1,row))
data2.append(run(file2,row))
section_data1.append(run(file1,row))
section_data2.append(run(file2,row))
bck1[index]=run_background(file1)
bck2[index]=run_background(file2)
export_section_plot(pd.concat(section_data1),\
pd.concat(section_data2),i,\
laser_directory,top_bot_depths(i,section_runs))
export_run_plot(section_data1,section_data2,i,\
laser_directory,indexes)
depths = top_bot_depths(i,section_runs)
top.extend(depths[0])
bot.extend(depths[1])
background_data1[i]=pd.concat(bck1.values(), keys=bck1.keys())
background_data2[i]=pd.concat(bck2.values(), keys=bck2.keys())
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export_background_stats(pd.concat(background_data1.values(), \
keys=background_data1.keys()),'MR',laser_directory)
export_background_stats(pd.concat(background_data2.values(), \
keys=background_data2.keys()),'LR',laser_directory)
export_core_plot(pd.concat(data1),pd.concat(data2), \
abbreviation,laser_directory,top,bot)
return pd.concat(data1),pd.concat(data2)
def load_txt_file(file_path:str)-> DataFrame:
"""
Loads text files from given file path
Input:
file_path: string for given text file of a run
Output:
DataFrame: Dataframe of run from file_path
"""
rows = []
if not (os.path.splitext(file_path)[1]=='.txt') |
(os.path.splitext(file_path)[1]=='.TXT'):
file_path = file_path + '.txt'
with open(file_path) as f:
for i, line in enumerate(f):
if i == 0:
depth_header = line.split("\t")
if len(depth_header) ==1:
depth_header = line.split(",")
depth_header[0] = "Time"
for i in range(1, len(depth_header)):
depth_header[i] = re.sub("\(.*\)", "",
depth_header[i]).strip()
elif i > 5:
row=line.split()
if len(row) ==1:
row=line.split(',')
row=row[:-1]
rows.append(row)
return pd.DataFrame(rows, columns=depth_header)
def add_depth(run:DataFrame,row:DataFrame)->DataFrame:
"""
Adds corresonding depth to dataframe from input files
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Input:
run: Dataframe of run
row: Dataframe of corresponding depth information for run
Output:
DataFrame: run dataframe with depth appended
"""
top = row['Top Depth (cm)']/100
bot = row['Bottom Depth (cm)'] /100
inc = (bot- top) / (run.shape[0])
depth_series = pd.Series(np.arange(top, bot, inc))
run.insert(0, 'Depth (m)', depth_series)
return run.set_index('Depth (m)')
def run(file:str,row:DataFrame)->DataFrame:
"""
Pre-processes the run data before it is concatenated to rest of section,
adds depth and removes time, removes background
Input:
file: String corresponding to input file for run
row: Dataframe of corresponding depth information for run
Output:
DataFrame: Preprocessed run data to be concatenated to rest of section
"""
run = load_txt_file(file)
run = run.astype(float)
run = run.apply(np.round)
run = run[(run['Time']>12) & (run['Time']<(row['Laser Time (s)']-23))]
run = run.reset_index(drop=True)
run = run.drop('Time', 1)
run = add_depth(run,row)
return run
def export_section_plot(df1:DataFrame,df2:DataFrame,section:str,
laser_directory:str,depths:List[float]):
"""
Exports section plots
Input:
df1 & df2: dataframes corresponding to sections for MR and LR
section: String corresponding to input section
laser_directory: directory from user input
depths: list of depths for sections
Output:
section plots to output folder
"""
folder = os.path.join(laser_directory, 'Output_Data_Files','Master_Plots')
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if not os.path.exists(folder):
os.makedirs(folder)
folder2 = os.path.join(folder,section)
if not os.path.exists(folder2):
os.makedirs(folder2)
with PdfPages(os.path.join(folder2,'{}.pdf'.format(section))) as pdf:
for i in df1.columns:
plot_section(df1[i],i,pdf,depths[0],depths[1])
for i in df2.columns:
plot_section(df2[i],i,pdf,depths[0],depths[1])
def export_core_plot(df1:DataFrame,df2:DataFrame,abbreviation:str,
laser_directory:str,top:List[float],bot:List[float]):
"""
Exports full core plots
Input:
df1 & df2: dataframes corresponding to core for MR and LR
abbreviation: String corresponding to core name
laser_directory: directory from user input
top & bot: list of top and bottom depths for full core
Output:
core plots to output folder
"""
folder = os.path.join(laser_directory, 'Output_Data_Files','Master_Plots')
if not os.path.exists(folder):
os.makedirs(folder)
with PdfPages(os.path.join(folder,
'{}_Full_Core.pdf'.format(abbreviation))) as pdf:
for i in df1.columns:
plot_core(df1[i],i,pdf,top,bot)
for i in df2.columns:
plot_core(df2[i],i,pdf,top,bot)
def plot_section(s:Series,sample:str,pdf,top:List[float],bot:List[float]):
"""
Creates section plots
Input:
s: series corresponding to elements in sections for MR and LR
sample: String corresponding to element
top & bot: list of top and bottom depths for section
Output:
section plots
"""
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ax = s.plot(figsize=(8,4),logy=True)
ax.legend(['{}_raw'.format(sample)])
for t in top:
ax.axvline(x=t, linestyle = '--',color = 'lightgrey')
for b in bot:
ax.axvline(x=b, linestyle = '--',color = 'burlywood')
plt.tight_layout()
fig = plt.gcf()
pdf.savefig(fig)
plt.close()
def plot_core(s:Series,sample:str,pdf,top:List[float],bot:List[float]):
"""
Creates core plots
Input:
s: series corresponding to elements in core for MR and LR
sample: String corresponding to element
top & bot: list of top and bottom depths for core
Output:
core plots
"""
ax = s.plot(figsize=(8,4),logy=True,color='gray',legend=True)
smooth = cubic_spline(s,sample,20,'cubic')
smooth.plot(ax=ax,color='red')
ax.legend(['{}_raw'.format(sample),'{}_cubicspline'.format(sample)])
for t in top:
ax.axvline(x=t, linestyle = '--',color = 'lightgrey')
for b in bot:
ax.axvline(x=b, linestyle = '--',color = 'burlywood')
plt.tight_layout()
fig = plt.gcf()
pdf.savefig(fig)
plt.close()
def plot_run(df:DataFrame,pdf,index:List[float],section:str):
"""
Creates run plots
Input:
s: series corresponding to elements in runs for MR and LR
index: numbers that corresponds to runs (1,2)
section: string of section
Output:
run plots
"""
num_samples = len(df.columns)
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figure,ax = plt.subplots(num_samples,figsize=(8,10),sharex=True)
ax[0].set_title('{} Runs {},{}'.format(section,index[0],index[1]))
for i,col in enumerate(df.columns):
df[col].plot(ax=ax[i],color='gray',legend=True,logy=True)
smooth = cubic_spline(df[col],col)
smooth.plot(ax=ax[i],color='red')
ax[i].legend(['{}_raw'.format(col),'{}_cubicspline'.format(col)])
plt.tight_layout()
plt.subplots_adjust(hspace=.0)
fig = plt.gcf()
pdf.savefig(fig)
plt.close()
def cubic_spline(s:Series,sample:str,num:int=6,kind:str='cubic')->Series:
"""
runs a cubic spline on data for plots
Input:
s: series corresponding to elements for MR and LR
sample: String corresponding to element
num: number to divide length of core by for spline intervals
Output:
Series: cubic spline of data
"""
interp = interp1d(s.index,s.values,kind='cubic')
xnew = np.linspace(s.index.min(),s.index.max(),len(s)/num)
ynew=interp(xnew)
return pd.Series(ynew,index=xnew)
def export_run_plot(list1:List[DataFrame],list2:List[DataFrame],section:str,
laser_directory:str,indexes:List[float]):
"""
Exports run plots
Input:
list1 & list2: list of dataframes corresponding to runs for MR and LR
section: string for section number
laser_directory: directory from user input
indexes: numbers that corresponds to runs (1,2)
Output:
run plots to output folder
"""
folder = os.path.join(laser_directory, 'Output_Data_Files','Master_Plots')
if not os.path.exists(folder):
os.makedirs(folder)
folder2 = os.path.join(folder,section)
if not os.path.exists(folder2):
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os.makedirs(folder2)
with PdfPages(os.path.join(folder2,'{}_Runs.pdf'.format(section))) as pdf:
for i,run in enumerate(list1):
plot_run(list1[i],pdf,indexes[i],section)
plot_run(list2[i],pdf,indexes[i],section)
def run_background(file:str)->DataFrame:
"""
Extracts first 12 seconds (backgrounf) of run, measures statistics
Input:
file: string of input file of run
Output:
DataFrame: statistics of background of run
"""
run = load_txt_file(file)
run = run.astype(float)
run = run.apply(np.round)
run = run.set_index('Time')
background_stats = run[run.index<12].describe()
return background_stats
def read_run_logs(input_files:str,input_information:DataFrame)\
->Tuple[dict,str]:
"""
Reads run log information from input files
Input:
input_files: Input_Files directory containing input files
input_information: input information about input files
Output:
Tuple[dict,str]: Dictionary containing the section runs and their
corresponding abbreviations
"""
runlogs =
[pd.read_excel(os.path.join(input_files,i) \
,sheetname='RunLog', \
index_col=[0,1],header=0,skiprows=2) \
for i in os.listdir(input_files) \
if i.startswith(('Input','input'))]
if len(input_information.index.levels[1].tolist())>1:
print('more than one core abbreviation found,'+ \
"only can process one core at a time')
else:
abbreviation=input_information.index.levels[1].tolist()[0]
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sections=[abbreviation + str(i) \
for i in input_information.index.levels[2].tolist()]
section_runs={}
for i in range(len(sections)):
section_runs[sections[i]]=runlogs[i]
return section_runs,abbreviation
def export_background_stats(df:DataFrame,resolution:str,laser_directory:str):
"""
Exports background statistics to output folder
Input:
df: dataframe containing statistics of background of run
resolution: MR or LR
laser_directory: directory from user input
Output:
run plots to output folder
"""
folder = os.path.join(laser_directory, 'Output_Data_Files')
if not os.path.exists(folder):
os.makedirs(folder)
folder2 = os.path.join(folder, 'Background_Information')
if not os.path.exists(folder2):
os.makedirs(folder2)
writer = pd.ExcelWriter(os.path.join(folder2,
'Run_Background_Stats_{}.xlsx'.format(resolution)))
with PdfPages(os.path.join(folder2,
'Run_Background_Stats_{}.pdf'.format(resolution))) as pdf:
for i,stat in df.groupby(level=3,axis=0,as_index=False):
stat.plot(subplots=True,figsize = (8,10),
drawstyle = 'steps-mid',title='Statistic: {}'.format(i))
plt.tight_layout()
plt.subplots_adjust(hspace=.01)
fig = plt.gcf()
pdf.savefig(fig)
plt.close()
stat.to_excel(writer,
sheet_name=i,index_label=['Section','RunMR','RunLR','Stat'])
writer.save()
def top_bot_depths(section:str,section_runs:dict)->List[List[float]]:
"""
Determines top and bottom depth for sections runs
Input:
section: string for section number
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section_runs: dictionary containing dataframes of runs for section
Output:
List[List[float]]: list of list of top and list of bottom depths
"""
top = []
bot = []
for index, row in section_runs[section].iterrows():
top.append(row['Top Depth (cm)']/100)
bot.append(row['Bottom Depth (cm)'] /100)
return [top,bot]
def file_names(sections:str,section:str,index:List[float])->Tuple[str,str]:
"""
Determines file name based on ending of string
Input:
section: string for section number
sections: string of folder containing sections
index: numbers that corresponds to runs (1,2)
Output:
Tuple[str,str]: tuple corresponding to correct file names for MR and LR
"""
try:
file1 = os.path.join(sections,section,str(index[0])+'.txt')
except:
file1 = os.path.join(sections,section,str(index[0])+'.TXT')
try:
file2 = os.path.join(sections,section,str(index[1])+'.txt')
except:
file2 = os.path.join(sections,section,str(index[1])+'.TXT')
return file1,file2
def laser_directories(laser_directory:str)->Tuple[str,str]:
"""
Finds folders within directory pertaining to sections and input file
folders
Input:
laser_directory: directory from user input
Output:
Tuple[str,str]: tuple of correct file names for sections and input
files
"""
laser_directory_folders = os.listdir(laser_directory)
for i,val in enumerate(laser_directory_folders):
if val=='Sections':
sections = os.path.join(laser_directory,laser_directory_folders[i])
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elif val=='Input_Files':
input_files =
os.path.join(laser_directory,laser_directory_folders[i])
return sections,input_files
def section_run_information(sections:str,section_runs:dict,\
abbreviation:str)->DataFrame:
"""
Appends section run information from all sections into a single dataframe
Input:
sections: String corresponding to input
section_runs: dictionary containing data from section runs
abbreviation: core abbreviation from input information
Output:
DataFrame: Dataframes of section run information from all sections
"""
section_info={}
for i in os.listdir(sections):
run_info={}
for index, row in section_runs[i].iterrows():
run_info['{},{}'.format(index[0],index[1])]=row.to_frame().T
section_info[i]=pd.concat(run_info.values(), keys=run_info.keys())
df = pd.concat(section_info.values(), keys=section_info.keys())
df.index=df.index.droplevel(level=1)
return df
def export_output(laser_directory:str,abbreviation:str,\
input_information:DataFrame,sr_info:DataFrame,\
dataLR:DataFrame,dataMR:DataFrame):
"""
Exports all outputs to output file in laser directory
Input:
laser_directory: directory from user input
abbreviation: core abbreviation from input information
input_information: dataframe of all input information
sr_info: dataframe of section run information
dataLR & dataMR: all core data concatenated for MR and LR runs
Output:
Tuple[DataFrame,DataFrame]: Dataframes for
MR and LR concatenated data from sections
"""
now = datetime.datetime.now()
folder = os.path.join(laser_directory, 'Output_Data_Files')
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if not os.path.exists(folder):
os.makedirs(folder)
excel_name = pd.ExcelWriter(os.path.join(folder,\
'{}_Core_LAICPMS_Data_{}.xlsx'.format(\
abbreviation,now.strftime("%m%d%Y"))),\
datetime_format= 'mm/dd/yy')
input_information.to_excel(excel_name,sheet_name='Input_Information')
sr_info.to_excel(excel_name,sheet_name='Section_Run_Information',
index_label=['Section','Runs_MR','Runs_LR'])
dataMR.to_excel(excel_name,sheet_name='LAICPMS_Data_Res_MR')
dataLR.to_excel(excel_name,sheet_name='LAICPMS_Data_Res_LR')
excel_name.save()

'''
Running Code from user input arguments
'''
laser_directory = os.path.join(os.getcwd(),sys.argv[1])
sections, input_files = laser_directories(laser_directory)
input_information = read_input_information(input_files)
section_runs, abbreviation = read_run_logs(input_files,input_information)
tuning_parameters = export_tuning_parameters(input_files,input_information,\
laser_directory,abbreviation)
sr_info = section_run_information(sections,section_runs,abbreviation)
dataMR, dataLR = export_data(sections,section_runs,\
laser_directory,abbreviation)
export_output(laser_directory,abbreviation,input_information,\
sr_info,dataLR,dataMR)
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